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Transforming Communities. Changing Lives

Mission
Provide sustainable power and water solutions for communities across Africa.

Vision
An African continent with affordable power, clean water and food security for all.

Values
Expertise: Our engineers bring the best skills and solutions to every project.
Excellence: We strive for the highest standards of execution in everything.
Edge: We stay on the cutting edge of technology in our industry.
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OUR
STORY

Epicenter Africa was established in 2009 with a purpose to provide sustainable power and water
solutions in Africa. Our intention was to help address the challenges of water scarcity, water quality
and inadequate power.
Since our establishment, Epicenter Africa has been on a journey, seeking solutions in water
pumping, solar power, water treatment and engine power for communities, organizations and
governments in Africa.
With the increasing scarcity of water and inadequate supply of power, our team dedicates itself to
provide reliable solutions in the most professional approach, to uplift our communities.
We are proud of our achievements thus far and look to the future with enthusiasm, to grow with
the needs of our customers, to transform communities and change lives.
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Epicenter Africa provides a broad array of water pumping, water treatment, solar power and engine
power technologies to solve your challenges locally.
Our engineers and professionals are skilled in all areas of water and energy including renewable
energy, engine power, water pumping and water treatment solutions.

OUR
EXPERTISE

Epicenter Africa is taking water and power technologies in Africa to the next level. We engineer
solutions that keep you on the leading edge of efficient reliable energy output. We fully integrate
engineering, construction and project management to keep your installations fully powered.
Our area of expertise include solar water pumping systems, solar lighting systems, solar street
lighting, electric and diesel power, water treatment and borehole services. In all these areas, are
design and install.
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OUR PEOPLE
•

Expertise: Our primary strength lies in our people, ranging from qualified
engineers to the best project managers, who give an us an edge in the
industry

•

Experience: Having worked with world class industry players in our
industry, across Kenya and internationally, and done projects of different
scopes and in all kinds of scenarios, our team has a vast experience in
what we do and the solutions we offer.

•

Exposure: We strongly believe in the principle of building expertise as a
continuous process through experiential learning and structured training
programmes with multinational OEMI’s in and out of the country. We hold
trainings for our customers based on their needs.

Besides promoting a high degree of technical skills we also encourage our
people to develop their interpersonal, communication and leadership skills to
provide our customers with a strong coherent platform for interacting with
Epicenter Africa.
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OUR PROCESS
•

Engineering: Our engineering team is well versed with the water and
energy needs and issues across Africa. We, have designed and executed
numerous projects across the region. Our process involves; need analysis,
scoping, system design, costing, cost-benefit analysis, installation & or
construction and finally, operation and maintenance.

•

Procurement: A good project is largely dependent on great design and
quality products. We select the most optimal equipment from the top
manufacturers across the world. At all times, the primary focus is on
ensuring the right quality, effectiveness and efficiency for our customers.

•

Construction: Our technical teams include highly experienced engineers
and technicians. They employ cutting edge technologies with the objective
of building and installing the highest quality projects. They also run
operation and maintenance programs for all our projects.

Our EPC model enables us to maintain responsibility for all the stages
of the process from design, procurement and, construction through, to
commissioning and handover of the project to the End-User. This allows our
clients to have a stress free experience.
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Water Pumping
Water scarcity is a major challenge in Africa,
especially in off grid areas. Epicenter Africa provides
a wide range of customized water pumping
solutions for community water supply, irrigation,
industrial applications, domestic and municipal
supply. Our range of water pumping equipment
delivers a diverse array of solutions depending
on different flow and pressure requirements.
We source our pumps from the top global pump
manufacturers including Grundfos, Lorentz,
Caprari KSB, DAB among others. The pumps
can be powered by different sources of power
depending on availability and cost effectiveness.
The pumps are powered by solar, electricity, diesel
and even hand..
Solar Pumping Systems
Solar water pumps are becoming the preferred
equipment for pumping applications in off-grid
areas. Our systems are usable for both submersible
and surface water pumping applications. They

OUR SOLUTIONS
offer pressure heads of up to 450m and flow
capacity of up to 240m3/hr solar pumping
systems; the flexibility to expand the output and
provision to incorporate hybrid systems utilizing
solar with either grid power, generator or wind
power systems.
Electric Pumping systems
Electric pumping solutions are available for surface
pressure boosting; submersible and drainage;
borehole pumping; wastewater and Sewage;
Swimming pools; Irrigation and water features.
Grid powered pumps can also be used in hybrid
systems with other renewable power sources,
whether solar or wind.
Hand Operated Pumps
Epicenter Africa Limited offers manually operated
positive displacement pumps for shallow well
applications up to 90mThey are simple to
install and employ Village Level Operation and
Maintenance VLOM concept.

OUR SOLUTIONS
Epicenter Africa takes pride in working with
leading technologies in water treatment and
water purification to provide the highest possible
water quality from your available sources. Our
water treatment solutions are customized to your
specific need with processes such as Reverse
Osmosis, water softening, disinfection and
filtration systems.
Reverse Osmosis Systems (RO)
This technology removes dissolved salts and
impurities from water and kills bacteria. It provides
a low-maintenance, chemical-free option to
help achieve clean, great-tasting water each and
every day. Our wide selection of reverse osmosis
systems will ensure the right RO system for your
home or organization.
Filtration
Water filtration systems are a cost-effective way
to improve your water quality with minimum
power requirement and minimum water loss. Our
systems are customized to your particular water
quality, and address turbidity and coloration due
to high levels of sediments or suspended solids.
Various types of filtration systems are available
for different water quality, including sand filters,
cartridge filters, ultra filtration and water softeners.
Sand Filters
This is used for the removal of suspended matter,
as well as floating and sinkable particles.
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Water Treatment
The wastewater flows vertically through a fine
bed of sand and/or gravel part. The yield of a sand
filter is determined by two sand filter functions,
namely surface filtration and depth filtration.
Surface filtration involves collecting the particles
above the filter bed. These particles jointly form a
macro-porous lump, which is able to collect new
particles in a very effective manner. Depth filtration
involves smaller particles that are more difficult to
collect, and which are bound to the sand particles
by adsorption. Particles are then removed by way
of absorption or physical encapsulation.
Ultra-Filtration (UF)
A process in which hydrostatic pressure forces
a liquid against a semi-permeable membrane.
Suspended solids and solutes of high molecular
weight are retained, while water and low molecular
weight solutes pass through the membrane.
Water Softeners
The presence of calcium and magnesium
carbonates in water makes the water hard, causing
scaling and damage to water systems, e.g. boilers,
electric household appliances, valves and taps.
Hard water does not easily lather with soap
making it undesirable for laundry. Our range of
water softeners get rid of calcium and magnesium
making it more portable and extending the life of
your appliances and fittings helping you and your
home look and feel better.
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Engine Power
Engine Power products have traditionally been
used on a wide range of applications in power
generation, water pumping and industrial
applications such as welding, cutting and driving
machinery. Our engine power solutions are
focused on provision of electric power and water
pumping.
Be it standby power system for a large data center,
a backup generator powering the family home
through an outage, portable generators powering
tools at the job site, or the cleaning power of
a pressure washer, Epicenter Africa meets the
power needs of consumers and businesses alike.
Our wide range of generators and engines covers
different applications including;
• Back-up Generator systems
• Generator power systems
• Irrigation Engine pump sets
• Welding generators

OUR SOLUTIONS
Power Generators
• Range: 0.99 – 500 kva
• Power output- Single phase and Three phase
• Aspiration: Naturally aspirated, turbo charged
• Models: Lister Petter, Perkins among others.
Engines Pumps
Engine pumping sets for both small scale and
large scale irrigation as well as water supply from
rivers, water pans and dams. Also available are
portable diesel and petrol engine powered pumps
ie. Honda, Briggs & Stratton, Lister Peter.
Diesel Engines
A wide range of diesel engine solutions available
for driving agricultural and construction machinery.

OUR SOLUTIONS
Africa has an abundance of solar energy. This
provides a great opportunity to provide sustainable
power. Our solar lighting systems, solar street
lighting, power back up systems and solar water
heating systems provide this solution for domestic,
community and industrial applications.
Lighting Systems
Solar panels provide a power supply that reduces
both your carbon footprint and your electricity
bills. In off-grid areas, solar power delivers
reliable, maintenance free energy and significantly
improves quality of life. Our solar lighting systems
provide continuous power supply for businesses,
institutions, industries, homes and organizations.
Solar Street Lighting
Solar Powered street lighting is ideal for major
streets and walk ways providing both night visibility
and sense of security. It works particularly well in
areas where grid power is unavailable or erratic.
Our street lighting units are designed complete
with dusk to dawn auto controls, and provide 12hr
illumination in all seasons.
Battery Back-up Systems
Erratic power supply and outages are prevalent
in most parts of Africa. Our inverter-based power
backup systems provide uninterrupted power
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Solar Power
supply for buildings, offices and homes. The
systems are customized for your specific power
needs and hours of operation with automatic
change overs between the grid power and your
battery bank.
Solar Water Heating Systems
The amount of solar radiation received across
Kenya makes our country ideally suited to
delivering a highly efficient solar water heating
system. Our solar water heating system offers
an extremely efficient way of generating free hot
water from the sun. The systems will also benefit
you due to their low maintenance design.
Hybrid Power Systems
A hybrid system combines PV (solar energy) with
other forms of generation such as diesel, wind and
grid power. The combined form of generation will
enable the system to modulate power output as a
function of demand. Hybrids systems are useful
in areas with a variety of forms of energy available
eg. grid, solar ,wind, generator providing a constant
power cost effectively. These are ideal homes,
communities, institutions, water pumping and
industries. Our engineers will customize a power
hybrid system for you based on your power needs.
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Water Pumping
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OUR PROJECTS

OUR PROJECTS

UNHCR, Kakuma Refugee Camp

Oxfam, Maaban South Sudan

Project: Solar Pumping System

Project: Solar Pumping Booster Sets

Oxfam, Nyarugusu, Kigoma, Tanzania

County government of Wajir, Kenya

Project: Solar Pumping System

Project: Community Water Supply

Water Pumping
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Water Treatment
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OUR PROJECTS

OUR PROJECTS

Nanyuki Water Company

World Vision, Malindi, Kenya

Project: Water bottling plant

Project: Water Treatment Dosing Systems

Superior Homes Nairobi, Kenya

Zakheem Staff Camp, Mariakani, Kenya

Project: Domestic Water Purifiers

Project: Water Treatment Systems

Water Treatment
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Engine Power
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OUR PROJECTS

OUR PROJECTS

JICA, Garissa, Kenya

Mandera County Government, Kenya

Project: Irrigation Pumping Systems

Project: Mandera Street Lighting

County Government of Garissa, Kenya

UNHCR, Kulan Police Station, Garissa, Kenya

Project: Engine Driven Pumping Units

Project: Solar Power

Solar Power
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PICTORIALS
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PICTORIALS
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OUR IMPACT

OUR PARTNERS

1

General Electric (USA)

2

Grundfos (Denmark)

3

Hidro-Tek (China)

4

Jinko Solar (China)

5

Leoch International Technology (China)

6

Lister Petter (UK)

7

Lorentz (Germany)

annum.
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Perkins (UK)

5.5 kWh/m2: The average solar radiation levels in Africa.
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Yingu Solar (China)

In the past 4 years, Epicenter Africa continues to impact
communities and change lives across East Africa.
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2.5 billion litres: Every month we have an output of
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2.5b liters or water from our projects.
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5 Mega Watts: Since we started we have managed to

generate 5MW of solar power.

5 million: Through the work we do, we have directly

impacted and changed the lives of 5 million people.

2,500: The average number of sunshine hours in Africa Per
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Countries we are in

4

9
5
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OUR CLIENTS

OUR CLIENTS

COUNTY GOVERNMENT
OF GARISSA

Garissa Water& Sewage
Company
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COUNTY GOVERNMENT
OF TURUKANA

Nairobi Office

Prime Cartons Industrial Park, Mombasa Road
P.O. Box 5978 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: +254 20 234 6431
Mobile: +254 701 617 833
Email: info@epicenterafrica.com
sales@epicenterafrica.com

Garissa Office

Along Harambee Avenue, next to KWFT
P.O. Box 1754 - 70100, Garissa, Kenya
Mobile: +254 701 617 944
Sales: +254 701 617 833
Email: garissa@epicenterafrica.com

www.epicenterafrica.com
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South Sudan Office

Haile Selassie Avenue, Juba, South Sudan
Tel: +211 95 607 2930
Mobile: +254 722 432 061
Sales: +254 701 617 833
Email: southsudan@epicenterafrica.com

